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Abstract
Indian Telecom Sector is one of the fastest growing domains compared to other sectors of development, which has received extensive
investments, both by government as well as private players in the recent years. The prime purpose of this study was to compare the performance
of Public and Private Telecommunication sector with reference to wireless services in Assam Telecom Circle. The paper tried to explore and
understand the major similarities and differences existing between the public and private cellular service providers in terms of market
penetration effectiveness, their subscribers’ base, revenue earned by them etc. in the above mentioned Circle. National and State level data of
Telecom Sector was collected on a periodic basis over time. A critical evaluation had been done with the help of Applied Analytical Research,
by using facts and information already available. The result showed that there were few common factors applicable to both Public and Private
Telecom Sector; however significant differences in performance are there in these sectors in Assam Circle. The key findings from this study
describe that visibly the Private Sector had better performance than Public Sector in terms of few parameters considered in this study, which
might indicate a possible development direction for the effectiveness of Public Sector in this Circle.
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Market share.
into multiple zones for effective performance and proper
Introduction
management of this sector. These zones are called ‘Circles’,
In present times, Indian Telecommunication Sector is one
roughly along state boundaries. The Assam circle is formed
of the fastest growing telecom sectors in the world and it
approximately along the boundaries of State of Assam. This
has become the second largest network in the world, next
circle is fully covered by Assam Licensed Service Area.
only to China. This sector is a core infrastructure industry
Telecom industry is growing at a rapid pace in Assam
and acts as a catalyst for overall growth of the economy.
Circle, as the demand is increasing day by day. Over the last
Very exponential growth of Telecom Sector in Assam
decade, the circle has witnessed substantial growth related
Circle has been observed only in the last decade, which
to subscriber base in both rural and urban areas, especially
helped the state in its economical development. This sector
in wireless segment.
has really adopted the most structural, fundamental and
Public and Private sector in Assam Telecom Sector
institutional restructuring. It has created more job
The Telecom Sector of India has undergone a dramatic
opportunities, both direct and indirect, supported trade and
transformation from the government monopoly to a
commerce and helped in enhancing the quality of civic life
competitive environment after liberalization, where
in the Assam Circle.
multiple private players could enter and started giving
It is believed that a 1% improvement in telecom penetration
services to customers. The wireless telecommunications
results in more than 3% growth in GDP. According to Joshi
system in India is the second largest in the world and it was
(2014), World Bank believes that “A 10% increase in
thrown open to private sector in 1990s. The Assam Telecom
mobile penetration increases the per capita GDP by 0.81%
Circle consists of both Government and Private telecom
in the developing countries” World Bank.
companies. The joint effort of Government and private
Assam Telecom Circle: Wireless services
players of this sector has improved a lot and on its way of
Telecom sector in India has registered an exponential
growth and development. These companies run local and
growth over last two decades. Most fundamental and
long distance telephone services and there is a very healthy
structural restructuring has taken place in Indian Telecom
competition among the companies existing in Assam Circle.
Sector just after the liberalization. The country is divided
This competition is one of the main causes of dropping the
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prices and hence the call rates in the circle are quite low.
According to Kumar & Uma (2013), with the increase in
network coverage and competition being very tough, has
resulted in decline of tariffs acting as catalyst for the growth
in subscriber base.
Major players in Assam Telecom Circle
The Assam circle has three types of telecom players
presently in the year 2014, they are1.

2.

3.

State Owned Company/ Public Sector Undertaking
–
 Bharat Sanchar Nigam
Limited, (BSNL).
Private Indian Owned Company- Reliance
Telecom
Limited.
 Idea Cellular Limited.
Private companies with majority stake by Foreign
Investors
 Bharti Airtel Limited.
 Dishnet
wireless
Limited (AIRCEL).
 Vodafone
Spacetel
Limited.

Literature Review
Kumar and Uma (2013), attempted to compare the public
and private cellular service providers in Karnataka state and
they explained that private cellular operators are proved to
be the favorites of mobile users. During the study it was also
revealed that BSNL is fading away from the minds of
mobile and telephone users.
According to Yadav (2014), as the market matures and
competition intensifies, wireless telephone service
operators will have to differentiate their corporate strategies
with respect to customer focus, personalization, marketing
and delivering tailored offers. He concluded that during last
few years most of the private telecom service providers
have shown better performance than their public sector
rivals in terms of network coverage, innovation, revenue
share etc.
According to Verma et. all (2012), private sector Indian
Organizations are doing much more better than Indian
public sector organizations as private sector organizations
have better team empowerment and so teamwork and team
effectiveness compare to their counterparts.
Goel and Rekhi (2013), given their views that the public
sector banks are not as profitable as private sector banks are,
in terms of return on assets, return on equity etc.
However,Chaudhary (2014), concluded in his study of
performance comparison of private sector and public sector

banks in India, most of the new private sector banks have
shown better performance than their public sector
counterparts.
Vazifehdost & Rahmani (2013) , said that the private sector
nurse were the most contented with their supervisor-nurse
relationship and teamwork, so can give better performance.

Objectives of the Study
The objectives of the study are:
1. To review the performance of cellular operators of
Public and Private Telecommunication sectors in
Assam Circle.
2. To make a comparative study on the performance
of these telecommunication players in Assam
Circle.
3. To provide suggestions to cellular operators based
on the key finding of the research.

Methodology
It is based on secondary data collected from the Department
of Telecommunication, Telecom Regulatory Authority of
India, Ministry of Communication, the reports from
Government of India, research papers, articles and other
sources. In order to study the specified objectives, statistical
tools like year-wise Percentage of market share of different
service providers, annual growth rate, percentage and ratio
of different segments were calculated.

Discussion
This study has been drafted to compare the performance of
service providers of public sector and private sector
telecommunication in Assam Circle. Here, the researcher
has also discussed about- different Service providers of
Assam Circle, Wireless subscribers’ base, Market share of
these service providers, Market positions and their Gross
revenues etc. It has been seen that the Telecom Circle of
Assam has registered a phenomenal growth during the last
few years, propelled largely by the unprecedented growth
of the mobile telephony and infrastructure, which not only
is beneficial for the telecom sector but has a multiplier
effects over the entire economy of the circle.
Wireless subscribers’ base of Public and Private Telecom
sector in Assam Circle
The many fold growth of wireless subscribers can be seen
in Assam Circle, where the Private sector has the maximum
subscribers’ base today. As on January 2015, out of
1,65,47,781 total number of subscribers in the circle,
Private sector has 1,52,76,124 compared to 12,71,657 of
Public sector’s subscribers. In this case, the ratio of publicprivate sector is almost 1:12 (Table 1).
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Table 1: Wireless subscribers’ base of public and private sector
S.N.

1.

2.

Operators

June’11

Jan’12

Jan’13

Apr’13

Jan’14

Mar’14

Jun’14

Sep’14

Jan’15

in Assam

(Number)

(Number)

(Number)

(Number)

(Number)

(Number)

(Number)

(Number)

(Number)

15,27,532

16,04,587

12,30,918

12,28,238

12,53,553

12,80,869

13,09,794

12,98,949

12,71,657

1,11,61,692

1,24,04,896

1,30,43,093

1,33,04,421

1,39,57,006

1,39,97,339

1,42,56,405

1,46,08,251

1,52,76,124

1,26,89,224

1,40,09,483

142,74,011

1,45,32,659

1,52,10,559

1,52,78,208

1,55,66,199

1,59,07,200

Public
Sector
Private
Sector

Total

1,65,47,781

Source: TRAI Press Release, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015
100
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Fig. 1: Market Share of Public and Private Wireless Telecom Sector
Therefore, it is observed that last many years, Private sector
is leading and moving ahead in the market of Assam Circle,
while considered the performance of wireless subscribers’
base.
As per as “Brand” is concerned as on Jan’2015, Bharti
Airtel Limited is having maximum subscriber base and then
followed by Dishnet Wireless (Aircel), Vodafone Spacetel,
Reliance Telecom, BSNL and then Idea Cellular Limited.
Market Share and position of Wireless Segment of Public
and Private Telecom Sector in Assam Circle
The Private Sector of Assam Telecom Circle has maximum
market share over the last few years which may be due to
the improvement in quality of service delivery, concerning
for customers’ feedback, increasing network coverage etc.
From the Fig 1, it is observed that Private sector is leading
in penetrating efficiently and effectively in the market of
Assam Circle.
Private sector of Assam Telecom Circle has 87.96%,
88.55%, 91.37%, 91.76% and 92.32% of market share in
the years 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 respectively,
which reflects that there is a rapid positive growth of Private
sector in the Circle, whereas Public sector has 12.04%,
11.45%, 8.63%, 8.24% and 7.68% respectively in these
years. It gives a clear picture that the market share of Public
sector is declining day by day in Assam Telecom Circle.
As on the year 2014-2015, Bharti Airtel Limited has
maximum market share, followed by Dishnet Wireless
(AIRCEL) Limited, Vodafone Spacetel Limited, Reliance

Telecom Limited and then Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited
(BSNL), which is the only Public Sector Unit (PSU) in the
circle. Idea Cellular Limited has very less market share till
now, as it has entered the Assam Circle very recently.
Therefore, Airtel is leading and BSNL is holding 5 th
position in the circle (Fig. 1).
Proportion of Visitor Location Register (VLR)
subscribers in Assam Circle
The proportion of VLR subscribers on the date of Peak VLR
in Assam Circle is approximately 85.46%, 90.40%, and
94.35% of the total wireless subscriber base in the month of
January of the year 2013, 2014 and 2015 respectively,
reported by the service providers.
Table 2: Proportion of VLR subscriber
Sector
January’13 January’14
Public
71.40
81.05
Sector
Private
76.91
90.99
Sector

January’15
82.97
94.63

Source: Press Release, TRAI 2013, 2014 and 2015

From the above Table 2, it is observed that the Private sector
leads by having the higher proportion of VLR subscriber
compare to the VLR subscriber proportion of Public sector
for all these years in Assam Telecom Circle. For enhancing
the proportion of VLR subscribers, private cellular service
providers are moving ahead by focusing more towards
providing better network coverage.
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Table 3: Gross Revenue of wireless segment of Public and Private Telecom sector in Assam Circle in the year 2014
Sl No

Sector

1.

Public Sector

2.

Private
Sector

Name of the company
Bharat Sanchar Nigam
Limited
Bharti Airtel Limited
Dishnet Wireless Limited
Reliance Telecom Limited
Vodafone Spacetel Limited
Idea Cellular Limited

Gross Revenue
(Rs in Crore)
JanuaryMarch’14

Gross Revenue
(Rs in crore)
April-June’14

Gross Revenue
(Rs in crore)
July- Sep’14

Gross Revenue
(Rs in crore)
Oct- Dec’14

63.46

63.46

58.99

58.99

59.96

59.96

54.37

54.37

697.46

273.00
168.95
99.24
148.51
28.10

717.8

268.40
169.21
93.12
146.37
27.75

704.85

298.28
173.11
96.08
155.32
30.61

753.4

257.51
168.93
102.70
142.60
25.72

760.92

776.79

764.81

807.77

Source: Report of Financial and Economic Analysis Division, TRAI (2014)

Gross Revenue Growths in the year 2014
As per a report by Telecom Regulatory Authority of India,
wireless telecom service providers of Assam Circle
recorded the Gross revenue of Rs. 760.92 crore, Rs. 776.79
crore, Rs. 764.81 crore and Rs. 807.77 crore in the months
from January to March, April to June, July to September
and lastly October to December’ respectively in the year
2014.
From the Table 3, it is observed that the gross revenue made
by the private sector in the year 2014 is much better than
that of public sector in the circle.
From the above graph it is observed that private wireless
operators of Assam Circle have increased their revenue
share and earned more Gross revenue than public sector in
the year 2014. In this case, Bhart Airetel Limited earned
maximum gross revenue, followed by Dishnet Wireless,
Vodafone Spacetel, Reliance Telecom, BSNL and Idea
Cellular Limited.

Conclusion
In this study it has been attempted to compare the public and
private cellular service providers of Assam Telecom Circle.
With the maturity of markets, increase in network coverage
and existence of more competition in Assam Circle, has
resulted in declining of tariffs, so accelerating the growth of
subscriber base and so market share in the sector. Under
these circumstances, all the service providers both public
and private sector of the circle required to construct their
corporate planning related to customers’ need.
In the study it was reflected that during the last few years,
most of the private telecom service providers have revealed
better performance than public sector counterparts in Assam
Telecom Circle. It can also be concluded that Private
Service providers are proved to be more liked by the mobile
users of the circle and BSNL, the only public sector unit of
the circle is vanishing away from the minds of the people.
It shows a clear indicator of better performance by the
private telecom sector of Assam Circle as this sector is
holding the top position in terms of subscriber base, market
share, gross revenue etc. in the circle.

Suggestions
Among cellular service providers, private sector is preferred
and opted more by the customers in Assam Telecom Circle.
Shah (2008), explained that in recent years, due to the bad
management in public sector and immense competition in
Telecom Sector, the only public sector state owned BSNL
has been losing revenue and market share heavily. Kumar
and Uma (2013) explained that Private cellular operators
are proved to be the favorites of mobile users. According to
Chaudhary (2014) and Yadav (2014), it has been witnessed
that major area of concern for any bank and Telecom
Company is the customer service and customer satisfaction.
Thus, just like private telecom service providers, it is the
high time for the BSNL, the only Public sector telecom
company of Assam Telecom Circle, to start concentrating
on quality service delivery to customers according to their
needs and requirements and thereby satisfying the
customers. It is only possible for public sector cellular
service provider to get better performance and face
competition if they give importance to show higher interest
towards customer feedback, regular follow-up, promoting
efficient management and thereby gaining proper networks
and higher productivity throughout the Assam Circle.
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